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St-IAKESPEARE ' S CLEOPATRA
1 Iritroauction
A. Cleopatra's Egypt
For t:ie Sriakespearea i -etti...' of Cleorc tra, '.ve thl'.k, not
of Grsciariizeo. Alexandria, out oi trie i\iile and of the heart of
Egypt. The Phc.raohs, Ine Ptolcriiies, and the Sesostreses arise in
our imaginations. vie hear the ciar.iors and the marchings of rier-oetiaal
war. We see the pomp and pageantry of conquerors ana tue servile
f e: r of the conquered. Egyct's col^ossal mounds, her mainiroth stetues,
her gigantic pyraiuius are of our v:icture. V.'e v^onaei' ct the extraorci-
nary river, i\iile, which periocicf .Lly vetalizes miles of parcaea jarth
alonc^ its oanivs; c-nQ v^e rnarve--. at ancient Egyct's curious Dicture-
liternture with ios f-^sclnating mystery. Over- it all is the silencing,
fi.ocking Egyptian aust unaer tae staring eye of the sun, that dust
whicn is an everlasting reniinaer of nuL.an frailty and tiie futility
of con-uest.
B. Egypt's Appeal
ShakesTjeare, in his drfimas, often gives us great poetry
witn tiie themes of fleeting tiii^e, death, and eternity. Egypt must
^ have appealed strongly to his imagination. The feverish, colorful
march of Cleopatra and her lover to their doom is dramatized with
poetic truth, from the height of tiieir fatal passion to the trr?gic
end when the Queen ceases her JugglinL"- of emrercrs and ei.oires rnd
Mother Egypt takes that last, soul-vi^eary , little Ptolemy to her
austy bosom.
#9
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C. Purrjose of This Thesis
My central purpose is trie uetoixeu aria^ysis of Cleonfttra
as presentee by Shakespeare in his play entitle^ "Antony and Cleopatra".
This analysis, to be complete anu clear, demands the stuay of autnentic
history on the subject of Cleopatra, of other plays than that of
Shakespeare v/hich deal v/ith her, oi tne dran.a "Antony And Cleopatra",
itself, of the great boay of critics that have v/ritten about ttie arama
and auout Snakespeare ' s Cleopatra, ana of the actresses wrio have in-
terpretea ner upon the stage.
II ciistory and Cleopatra
A. Plutarch
Plutarch is, un ; uest ionably , the i-iOst i^.portant aistorian
on Cleopatra, from the point of view of characterization. All writers,
ever; tiiose v.-ao aisagree v/ith him in some of the details of his picture
of her, recognize nis excellence. Hov/ever, because of his close re-
lation to Shakesr:eare s "Antony Ana Cleopatra", I am raserving the
aetaile; discussion of his "Life of h.arcus Antonius" until later in
the tiiesis.
B. Josepnus
Josephus, the great nistorian of ancient ticies, gives onxy
a little char cterizat- on of ner. He eiarnasizes her covetousness and
accuses aer of roobang uol" r^laces, temples and toi;/os of their wealth
for her use in vClitical Cc.u!-: aigns . tie also calls attention to her
great un opularity among her subjects hicn demanded tne ' ia, first
of Caesar ana latoi' of '^ntony, in tne Keepinr of her t:irone -rna in
tne subouing of rebellion in Egypt. -'^
A
1
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In Shakespeare's pl&-y, her love of display, and extravagance
in luxury surely coincide with the opinion of Josephus. Her unpopula-
rity is shown, also, when her fleet deserts to Octavius Caesar in the
final battle.
C. Ferrero and ijetronne on Cleopatra
Both Ferrero and Letronne are writers of recent date; "but
they are properly mentioned among ancient historians because they
base their observations upon dociunents, contemporary with Cleopatra,
found in Alexandria and in Rome.
Ferrero, in his article in the "Revue de Paris" in 1907, warns
us about all history about Cleopatra and tells us to rely upon offi-
cial documents found in Rome and in Alexandria, i^fter a period of
research, he has formed the opinion that Caesar and Antony both sought
Cleopatra for her wealth and for the great resources of her country.
He calls our attention to the fact that nntony, after having spent
the winter of 41 B. C. with her, left her for three years, during
which time he married the sister of Octavius. He concludes that the
first love of Antony and Cleopatra was not a hard one to break
away from, but that it had a capacity for growth in intensity that
later would not let them get away. He concedes that "at the last
there is a small place for the passion of love" and th? t Shakespeare
seized upon this romantic and dramatic situation and developed it
in the way that only Shakespes.re could.
Letronne agrees with Ferrero in his view of the subject.
He makes the rather astonishing statement, "I believe that the
great dramatist sensed the truth because, although his words confirm
the sensual version of the love affair, the action of the play con-
tradicts 'it". .7e have all read, no doubt, about the uncanny dramatic
Note: .
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sense of Shakespeare and v/e have found it in our study of his plays;
"but it has never ocurred to me, at least, to credit him with a fac-
ulty for sensing historical facts that archaeoligists uncovered long
after his death. It is true, however, that Cleopatra is represented
as an Oriental voluptuary in Shakespeare's play and that there are
also many scenes devoted to politics and v/ar
,
showing Antony out of
her influence entirely. Letronne's idea is worthy of consideration
certainly
.
D, Weigall on Cleopatra.
Arthur ii. P. Brome ieigall has written a very interesting
history, "Cleopatra, tiueen of Egypt", published in 1914. He traces
the deplorable reputation of Oriental voluptuoy.pess which Cleopatra
gained to the hatred of Augustus who was her mortal enemy and to
Roman opinion as fostered by him and his follov/ers. As the date of
publication shows, this history is a modern one; but, on account of
Roman prejudice, the small amount of near-contemporary commentary
which exists about Cleopatra is w^orthless, from the point of view of
truth. We must rely upon modern scientists in the field of ancient
research for her true character; or, rather, as near to her true
character as we shall ever get. Weigall was not influenced much
by Plutarch because he finds in him a strong bias against her. He is
of the opinion that Shakespeare's presentation of Cleopatra is fairer
in that we are left to draw our own conclusions about the Q,ueen. The
best testimony to the amount of leaway that Shakespeare has given to
our own judgment is the enormous amount of varying commentary on the
Cleopatra of Shakespeare. These critics range all the way from G. B.
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*Shaw who thinks that Shakespeare has glorified her far beyond her de
serts to*Ferval who thinks that the great dramatist was unnecessarily
harsh.
old Nile". His central theory about her seems to be that, although
she was not a model of virtue, her morals compared very favorably
with those of other respected men and women of her time. He scoffs
at the idea of her having corrupted Julius Caesar, and reminds us
that Cleopatra was a young, unmarried girl of twenty-one about whj^rh
not a word of scandal had been spoken when she came on the shoulders
store her to her throne from Vv'hich her brother had exiled her. Caesar,
at that time was middle-aged with a long record of licentiousness be-
hind him. "?eigall believes that Cleopatra gave Caesar the tender,
faithful love of a true wife, that she was his v;ife in the eyes of
Egypt, and that her unselfish love for their son, Caesar ion lasted
her whole life through. V/eigall is of the opinion that Caesar in-
tended to share his throne with Cleopatra when he should have at-
tained v/or Id-empire and that Cleopatra was in Rome at the time of
his death. This historian thinks that she never loved ^mtony as she
did Caesar, that all of her moves in love and in war after the death
of Caesar were for the establishment of Caesarion as Caesar's heir
upon the throne of the world. ''eigall seems to have conceived of
Cleopatra as a dainty, fragile queen, living through a tragic suc-
cession of unfortunate circumstances, mustering all her forces to
protect her country and her children.
*G. B. Shaw, Introduction to "Cleopatra and Caesar"
* Perval, Claude, "Life of Cleoptitra"
Weigall does not choose to regard Cleopatra as a "Siren of
of a slave, wrapped in a roll of bedding to Caesar to ask him to re
t
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Of all the historical material which I per^ued in the preparation
for this thesis, Weigall's history seems to have given the most
thorough attention to the physical appearance of Cleopatra, We are
assured in it ths-t "a few coins on which the Q^ueen's head is stamped,
and a bust of poor workmanship in the British Museum, are the a-eul
sources of information as to her features". He reminds us that Cleo-
patra was a Ptolemy and therefore of Macedonian Greek origin without
a single drop of Egyptian blood in her veins. If this is true, Cleo-
patra might have been a blue-eyed, fair-haired beauty, a white-skinned
brunette, or even a red-head.
The museum bust shows that her nose was aquiline and promi-
nent, not at all beautiful according to our usual standards of beauty
but with a fineness of line quite consistent with that peculiar
mixture of strength and daintiness that was Cleopatra. Iler mouth
was truly lovely, small and perfect in form. Her eyes were large
and well-placed with delicately arched brows. The contour of her
cheeks, chin, and throat had a daintiness and charm unmistakable.
Her little ears wei-e perfectly formed and her head was oi regal
shape, proudly poised and crowned with a graceful coronet of hair.
Considering the proportions of the British Museum bust, Weigall
concludes that Cleopatra v/as small in stature and of a slender,
delicately rounded build.
Mr. Weigall's arguments, unquestionably, have a perfectly
sound reasoning for a basis; but this noble Grecian lady whom he
calls the Cleopatra of history is not the "gipsy" of Shakespeare;
t
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and he has mcAe Cleopatra's love for Caesar the "love of her life"
and her love for Antony a secondary affair. Later on in the thesis,
I shall attempt to show that Shakespeare 's conception of Cleopatra
and of her story are just as possible historically. The discussion
of weigall's version furnishes a necessary contrast.
E. Claude Ferval's "Life and Death of Cleopatra"
Ferval's "Life and Death of Cleopatra" v/as published in 1924.
It quite distinctly shows the influence of Shakespeare. In my opinion,
it is the Cleopatra of Shakespeare in an informal history that has all
the emhellishments of a modern novel. The hook is entertaining and mild
ly instructive. His descriptions are particularly good. He pictures
"the rhythmic, harmonious grace of Cleopatra's hody; her low, straight
"brows, the golden light in her eyes; her delicate nostrils, her
parted, sensuous lips, her radiant, amher-colored flesh, suggesting
luscious sun-kissed fruit." I think this description prepares the
way to a clearer picture of Shakespep re 's Cleopatra,
Ferval, unlike Vifeiga.ll, takes the view that Cleopatra's ld»ve
for Antony was the great passion of her life, that her earlier love
for uaesar had not the intensity of that final conflagration which
brought ruin and death to her and to her lover.
F. Si;iminary of Historical Findings.
(1) Writers about Cleopatra agree upon only a small body of
biographical facts: Cleopatra was born p/bout 69 C, the first of
four child-rsn of Ptolemy XIII ana his second wife whose ori^rin is
unknown. She was co-heir to the Egyptian throne but v;as exiled by
her brother, b'he was reinstated by Caesar when she was twenty-one
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yerirs old« -Vne "bore Caesar a child, Caesarion. ^''he l^itsr (41 E. C.)
accepted the cho rap ion ship of Antony. She "bore him three children,
lexp.nder and Cleopatra (twins), £.nd Ptolemy. She, with /.ntony,
suffered defeat at the hands of Octavius and comr. itted suicide in
30 P, C. (2) AIT other ff'.cts atout this queen are suhject to dispute.
(3) Conceptions of her appearance vary between that of a fp.ir liace-
donian Greek and that of a tav/ny /ifrican. (4) Conception^! of her
character very between thr?t of a wily, volupt^oiis courtesan and that, of a
noble-rrinded v/oman of principle,
III Plutarch's "Life of ivirrcus Antonius", as translated by Lord Ilorth
A. Shakespeare's Indebtedness to North's Pluterch
Plutarch's "Life of Marcus Antonius", as translated by Lord
north is the chief source of r'hs kespeare 's "A.ntony and Gleopptra"
and, indeed, a source which other writers about Cleopatra have used
to a great extent. In his introduction to "Shakespeare 'f^ "Plutarch",
C, T'\ Tucker ?,rookt- writes that Shakespeare, in "Anthony and Cleopatra",
"was satisfied in no small niraber of cases to incorpor^'' te whole speeches
from North with only such changes as were consistent with the production
of blank verse". The most important of these, for our use, are
Cleopatra's visit +o Antony ,Antony 's speech before his o-ttempt at
suicide, his death-scene, and the passing of Cleopatra,
The literary st3'-le of "Amtony and CleoDatra" is, in some
respects, inferior to his earlier play, "Julius Caesar" the source
of which is also i'lutarch. This fact may be explained in thp.t Shake-
speare 's interest in the later play centers in characterization.

Dowden, in his study of Shakespeare's mind and art, forwards the
opinion that, although "Julius Uaesar" directly precedes "Antony
and Cleopatra" historically, there is an important interval of
mental develorroent and psychological writing for the author which
more properly ascocin.tes "Antony and Cleopatra" 'vvitii "kacleth" which
is the study of a hero's ruin.
The thread of the plot and the nucleus of the principal
characters are taken from North, hut Shakesnesre crepted a minor
cast and heightened the tempo of the whole. In the play, there are
eight scenes that shov/ scarcely any influence of Plutarch.
Plutarch's Doetic description of Gleop'^.tra, m her golden
harge sailing up the river Cydnus
,
apparelled as Venus, attended hy
Cupids, and surrounded ly colorful luxury Shakespeare made into
"blank verse and gave to Snoharhus in the second scene of the second
act of "Antony and Cleopatra". Cleopatra's leisurely voyage and her
coo]- nonchalance ^lefore Anton^r who had corimf.nded her to come to
'?ilicia, her queenl y gr? ce , the swestness of her tongue ; ^all of
these Enoharhus does full jn.Rtice W.
Mr. James Douglas, the well-knov.n critic, in his "brief
article of criticism of .''Antony and Cleopatra," v;hich appeared in
the Harper's l-ionthly Magazine for Septemher, 1 90?
. calls this des-
cription the "purple pp-tch" in the play, v;here Shekespe^re shows
himself an artist in words, careful and conscious of his art. The
poetfe artifice is more annarent here than elsewhere in the play,
/ 13 iter;iti on is used to preat advantage. V/e often prefer to consider
i
;^ha"k:espeare 's "bep^-utiful music n.s the r nontanecus outpouring of ?.n
ever-welling: inv/ard fount of geniiis. lur. Dou^Ips cdmonir-hes us to
rememTier thct £Te?.t poetry "is produced "bv c -in ion of conscious c:.rt
o-nci natural forcv^,'' and that oven when that art is "concealed Idv a
greater art" it is present. Perhaps the fact th.?.t Shakespeare fol-
lovverl his source so clo?elv in this ^-articular passe-ge hindered thrt
out- pour in.i;; e'^^'ideot in some of h.is lines and uncovared the machinery
of poetr7\r-mal<:ing.
This passage is :-nportant to -^ur present study because it is
one of the very few thf t give us even a vague ida?„ of the t^'-pe of
heauty that w.s Cleopatra's, Here v/e lecrn that she had a sensuous
imagination, a luxurious taste in ornament rnd pose, and a deep
understan.din,- of mssculine nsvchology; hut her f eatureG^ ner coloring,
and the proportions of her figure remain still a mystery,
Plutarch tells us th.:i.t Antony, after Octavius Caesar* has
defeated him a.nd refused him rn>?rcy, is seised hy despondency, '."jhen
a messenger comes with the false news of Cleoprtra's death, he pre-
pares to kill himself and cris? o^it , "0 Cleopatra, it grieveth me
not that I have lost thy companA"-, lor I v/ill not >;e long from thee;
hut 1 am sorry th?t, having "been so great a Captain and Emperor, I
am indeed condemned to he judged of less courage and r^ohle mind
than f? woman". Shakespeare has / ntony sa.j similar words in the
fourteenth scene of the fonrth act, "I will overtake thee, Cleopatra,
and. weep for my pardon", v.e notice dramatic com.pression and a nev/
cast of romance given to the words hy Shakespeare.
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Thi"=^ p^s5!a,ge importR-nt tc our study, for Antonj'-'s c^en-
perate words are a great tri"hute to tlio cliarm of our h.eroi.r.Q, f-'nd
show hov/ inextr i ca,"bly he is caught in her "ptrcng toil of £-r?'ce".
Plutarch gi^^ep ? rep/i-istic picture of the scene r-t the Tr.on-
ument "between the dying Antcr^'- and the ("'istrBught ?,ueen, "Jhis too,
apparently rreetp: with Shakespeare 'ji £Lpproval, for he imitates it
closel;'^ In th^ "^Tfteent}' r^cene of the fourth act. T'he f^raraatist gives
it an added pathos, a now sense cf utter demlrtinr that cdls strong-
ly upon our pity for thi'^ trag:c pa-ir,
Plutarch dasc^^iher Clef^p-t-^a 's deliherrte pveparpticn for
death. He tell^ of her hanquet, of her elaborate toilet, of her
vvarning message which she sent Caesar, anc* of the hP-sty arriva-1 of
Claesar's mecf^-enger to find her deaci , The words of the dying Ghar-
mion to the messenger are tsken hy Shakespeare practically ps they
stand in Plutarch, "Is this well done, Charaion?"
"Very vvell and meet for a Princess descended from the rcce of so many
nohls kings," Shakes pep re 'c taking of Plutarch's dialogue and giv-
ing 5t a perfect setting is, from a critical stand-point, a greater
triumph than the making of new line?: would ha.ve "been.
B. ShB-kespeare 's Superiority^ to his -Source
It is unq.uest ionp.hly true that Shakespeare rendered Plutarch
the greatest compliment of iniitatior. Now the question arises: In
whf't respects is the v/ork of Shakespeare superior to that of Plutarch?
Shakespeare has recognized the drfimatic \.orth of a. "bit of history
and the power of picturesque expression of p histori-^n. He, the
i
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dramatist of genius has chosen to accept the gifts of Plutarch,
give them a nev/ depth, a ne\y dramatic prospective, and a new warmth
of coloring, Shakespeare has risen on the shoulders of his master.
Shakespeare 's attitude toward his historic sources has often
"been discussed. Mrs, Jameson is of the opinion that his was a reverent
one, that "he only rubhed off the rust, purified and "brightened it,
GO that history herself has "been knovm to recsive it "back as ster-
ling". Our examination of source and play reveals the t ruth of this
statement.
T\F A Brief Criticism of "Antony and Cleopatra", as a V.'hole
Before we narrow our examination to the one character,
Cleopatra, v/e must, for the "better understanding of our heroine,
rae.ke a "brief stud3'- of the play, " -ritony and Cleopatra" as a ¥/hole.
This play, v\/ritten about the year 1607, "belongs to the third period
of Shakespeare's dramatic career. Swinburne calls it the "tragic
and romantic period",
A.. Dramaturgic Oualities.
William "Yinter , pn able stage historian and critic of drama,
n his book called "Shakespeare on the .jtage", gives wh^.t seems to
me to be sound criticism. He calls "Antony and Cleopatra" poetically
and in a litersiry way, one ol the best of his works while as a pl?y
It is defective because of excess of materis 1 v.n& diffusenes^ of treat-
ment. The rigid simplic it^r of scenery on the crude Elizabethan stage
took no especial accou.nt of numerous changes cf scene, nd the fact
that Shakespeare's "Antony and Cleoprtra"had its setti gs in the
four corners of the civilized world was no handicap for its pro-
*Mrs . Jam.eson, "Chfiracter is t ics of \Vom.en". n. 306

duct ion. The expensive n.nd elaborate attempts at realism on the
modern stap:e naturally find the play impossible v/ithout extensive
revision, '.vhen our talking moving picture is perfected, wiat a
perfect vehicle for such plays as this it will be. Yi-e ideal director
of "Antony and Cleopatra" in a talking moving picture should be a
slavish follower of Shakespeare, deaf to the public cry for any-
thing that will not coincide with Aristotle's definition of tragedy,
"Tragedy is the imitation of some -iction that is serious, entire,
and of some magnitude by language embellished and made plea.surable
,
but by different means in different parts in the way, not of
narration, but of action, effecting through pity and terror the
correction of these passions".
In "Antony and Cleopatra", Shakespeare has availed himself
of every dramatic point in the Plutarch narrative and invested it with
an air of ease and verisimilitude. The Egyptian scenes are pervaded
with Cleopo^tra's bewitching caprice; the Roman scenes are severe and
soldierly. We marvel at Sliakespeare ' s ability to catch the spirit
of these places which he never visited.
B, Shakespeare's Technique
Brander Matthews, in his "Shakespeare as a Playwright",
gives us some excellent analysis of the great dramatist's technique
in ti. is play, lie remarks that there is less care in putting to-
gether "Antony and Cleopatra" than there is in framing the three
great tragedies, that the dramaturgic method is that of the chronicle
play, but that the spirit has the intsnnity of the three greater
tragedies, ne finds the two principal characters truly tragic
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figures thouf^h the actions of the play^ 'Antony ?-nd Cie opatra**^'
are not presented in trapric symmetry. As a whole the play is not
good drama, but it is theatrically ef^j^ective at intervals. The
struggle is intensely interesting, of high tragic oraer, and dis-
plays great variety. Some of it is individual and internal but
some of it is national and international,
G, A. G, Bradley on Construction
A. G, Bradley, in iis "Shakespearean Tragedy", gives us
a very small amount of construction criticism, he points out that
tiie advance of the hero's cause depends ux")on the freeing of him-
self from the heroine. The first scene is one of love and it shows
the evil fascination of Cleopatra, thus foi" shadowing the tragic
catastrophe; hut it also prepares us for the departure of Antony
and his ireedom from the "spell". Back in Rome with the sweet,
gentle Octavia he seems to "be out of danger, "but Shakespeare shows
us frequent little scenes of Cleopatra vrA her witchery, IVe know
that Antony will come back. He does, completely enslaved. The brief
period of sacarine domesticity vith. Octavia has only made Cleopatra
indispensable to his voluptuous nature,
Tne battle-scenes are a concession to the dramatist's
Elizabethan audience, A historical play without the martial drum,
the marciiing soldiers, sjid bloody fighting could not meet with
public approval. Some critics are of t>ie opinion that the many bat-
tie bcenes are c?iiefly responsible for tlie fact that "Antony and
Cleopatra" is not good stage drama. A professor tnat I once studied
with suggested that Shakespeare, himself had a weakness for sword-
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play and blood and that that is xvhy so many of hia plays have scenes
of tiiis kind. For my part, I "believe with those critics ^,o insist
that the great dramatist made these undramatic historical scenes as
infrequent as he could •:^.nd preserve the atmosphere of perpetual war
of the ages before Augustus.
Mr. Bradley's discussion of Uleopatra is particularly im-
portant to tnis thesis. I have already remarked upon the fact that
he finds her to "be the motive force of the wiiole tragic action.
He further calls our attention to the fact tiiat tlie only other
character in that play that can rival her in strength is Antony and
that he meets his death in the fourth act leaving the whole of the
fifth to Uleopatra. In our later, step-by-step analysis of Cleo-
patra t:-rough the play, we vail see just "how important that last
act IS to our study of Cleopatra,
,
D. Wendell's Opinion of the Play
Barrett i'endell sums up the excellences of the play thus:
"It dikjpiays, at once masterly discretion in the selection of dra-
matic material, masterly power of creating both character and at-
mospi ere, and unsurpassed mastery of language",
"V The Relation of Otjier Characters in the Flay to Cleopatra
A. Antony and the Other Triumvars
We ask ourselves how^ Cleopatra could, when Shakespeare
presents .er as swarthy and not especially beautiful, at least ac-
cording to our standards, turn Antony away from his passion for
power and from hia honorable marriage v/ith the beautiful Octavia?
Wendell, Barrett, "William Shakespeare"
\
A "brief study of Antony helps us to understand. We find
conflicting in him the great passions of power and of love, sinful
love and these never aid eac.n other. In a "battle of these, one
always prevails to tlie destruction of the other. In this play, love
of Cleopatra destroys Antony. We see his character rot. Antony,
like Macbeth, has a fundamental character weakness, although his is
voluptuousness while Macbeth 's is a sinful lust for power. We note
witn interest that Shakespeare does not h-j.ve Antony fall to the depth
of degradation that Macbeth finds. An analysis Of Cleopatra shows
us that the hot tempestuousness of her character, her tremendous
capacity for passionate love, and her practiced knowledge of the
arts of conquest make her irresistable to one of Antony's tempera-
ments. Trie ruin of a contempt i :)le man is never impressive; so we
are maae to see the noble qualities of Antony, He has that in his
nature which might have been turned to better account. He has a re-
markable constancy in hardship, his is a frank, open nature, as
ingratiating as a lovable boy's. He has a simple personality as con-
trasted with Cleopatra's elaborately complex one. This contrast
helps to explain the fatal magnetism between them, Antony is the
noblest member of the triumverate. Shakespeare ras.kes his character-
ization 01 Antony more effective by comparing him with Octavius and
with Lep^us, Octavius seems cold and repulsive, v/anting in
fellow-feeling, callously cruel, and mean in his selfishness,
nis morals are no better than Antony's and they are entirely
shorn of that boyish love of pageantry and pleasure that makes
Antony picturesque. Cleopatra fails entirely in her attempts to
win the lavor of Octavius in spite of the fact that he recognizes
6c
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her ciiarm. His cold, appraising eyes see her as a lure for "lesser"
men and a fit decoration for his triuraphal procession in Rome.
Lepedus is a swinish creature, lacking tlie mental power of the
others ana the great generosity of Antony. That generosity is
one of the outstanding characteristics of our hero. We have many
instances of it in the play. He makes personal friends of his sol-
diers and snares their hardships, wins tiieir love and admiration.
At the last, when ruin stares him in tiie face, he can still "be
generous. We remember, particularly, his request that his men should
take a snip laden vdth his gold and flee to Octavius while there
is yet a ciiance to sue for pardon, iiis magnanimous request that
the wealth of Enoharbus which he had left behind him is his de-
sertion should be taken to hira, impresses us as godlike. Cleopatra
has that same liberality and warm-heartedness. We i ind that it en-
dears her to Iras, to Charmian, and to otliers of her court. Always,
when our respect for Antony is at its lowest ebb, Siiakespeare has
him aay or do something to enlist our pity. After his inglorious
return from his miserable defeat at Actium, when v/e are inclined to
call him coward, deserter, weakling, he slumps into such a depth of
self-abaaement , and bitter self-reproach, he is so helpless in his
appeal for forgiveness that, instead of scolding him, we feel ra-
ther like saying, "There, tiiere, little boy, don't cryl" As a matter
of fact, his soldiers and his serva,nts weep for hira, love him, and
serve hira at his last forlorn little fling at pleasure, that pitiful
banquet on the eve of utter defeat. That these brave soldiers who
loved him should, nearly all of tiiem, desert Antony is his greatest
extremity is a concession to human frailty; but the fact that Shake-
speare makes Icarus, the faithful, the most energetic and the most
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cheerful of them all shows that his sympathies rest just where ours
do, Antony is a man of impulse as contrasted with Octavius, the
passionless man of talent. Antony is a suitable hero of high trag-
edy, brought to a dramatic death by the most tragic of all human
passions, voluptuous love. Shakespeare teaches us many moral truths
in the delineation of his character, not by preaching, but by
presenting folly in its true light, '/e see the r:esolute tone and
heroic manner of the gallant soldier contrasted with the pitiable im-
becility of the later .'mton:/,
r<-E. K, Chambers, in his surve;/ of "Antony and Cleopatra"
gives an excellent summing up of the relation of Antony and Cleopatra.
"It is to be observed that it is no part of Shakespeare's scheme
to belittle passion. Tragedy lies in the incompatibility and clash
of greatnesses, and love that is to be the scourge of the v/orld,
even if it is rooted in sensuality, must possess the attributes
of majesty. And therefore Cleopatra is so conceived that she is fit
to mate with her lover. Thus her relation^ with Antony takes on
something of the sublime."
B, Minor Characters
We need give onl7y passing attention to the minor characters,
making just the comments that are necessary for the better under-
standing of the principal ones, especially Cleopatra.
Enobarbus was Antony's chief of staff and loved by him.
In order to understand his final disloyalty and remorse, we must
follow through his reasoning. Antony gradually forfeits his res-
-"-E. K. Chambers, "Shakespeare, a Survey", p. 252
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pect, and we scarcely wonder at that for his last days are a dis-
heartening succession of childish moves on the part of the "dotard
commander". The self-accusation of Enobarbus, his remorse, and his
sijicide make us feel as friendly toward him as we ever can toward
a deserter.
His attitude toward Cleopatra is important for our present
purpose. He knew her better than the less intimate subbordinates
of Antony; and we n^^te with interest that he never reviled her,
never called her coarse names, never blamed her for Antony's weak-
ness, seemed more inclined to admire and to praise her beauty and
her charming wit. His estiirate of her is helpful for he is a high-
ly intelligent, fair-minded man,
Charmian and Iras deserve mention because of their com-
plete loyalty to Cleopatra, their love and admiration for her,
and their supreme sacrifices for her sake. The dying speech of
Charmian is one of t-^.e most dramatic in the play.
All of these characters are but background for the figure
of our study, Cleopatra, S---inburne writes, ""/hat a world of great -k-
raen and great things, high actions and high passions, is th^is that
he has spead under her (Cleopatra) for a foot cloth or hung behind
her for a curtain!"
VI Cleopatra (Shakespeare's "An ony and Cleopatra")
A. As a Triumph in Art
J^Campbell, the great critic wrote that Shakespeare "paints
-x-A. G, Swinburne, "A Study of Shakespeare" p. 191
•35- M. W, MacCallum, "Shakespeare 3 Roman Plays
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her as if the tflpsy herself had cast her spell over him, and given
her ovm witchcraft to his pen." She is all life and movement, never
tv/ice the same, '"/e become dazzled by her brilliance, confused by her
lights Tiing changes of mood; but Shakespeare does not falter in his
Judgment, He turns upon her the appreciative eye of an experienced
dramatist, an analyst who "stands in the right relation to the lav/s
of life".
'Veigall and other historians call Shakespeare unhistorical
in giving Cleopatra Egyptian physical and mental characteristics
because she was a Ptolemy and therefore of Macedonian Greek origin.
I do not find this criticism good, because although Cleopatra's fa-
ther was the weaX and vacillating Ptolemy Xlll, the origin Cleo-
patra's mother is unknown. If she, too, was a Ptolemy, then Cleo-
patra was the product of one of those close, PtoMnaic intermarriages,
and the criticism of Shakespeare is valid; but it is just as rea-
sonable to suppose that this second wife of Ptolemy was an Egyptian,
and really more propitious for Cleopatra because intermarriage had
already crippled the ruling family. Shapespeare ' s Cleopatra is of
the dusky, gipsy type with the sovran grace of a queen and the cun-
ning of a courtesan.
Cleopatra is one of Shakespeare * s greatest triumphs in
art. The great dramatist has chosen to disregard all rules of un-
ity and simplicity in character-drawing, V/e can not explain how
he has succeeded in giving flesh-and blood- reality to this woman who
is a living antithesis, a masterly blending of th^ se characteris-
tics for which we have the rcost contempt with those qualities which
we most admire to produce an effect of grandeur.
6
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Cleopatrr's intellectual power, her perfec^t roise, her keen
intuition, her feriiinine charm, her buoyant spirits, her lofty pride,
her terrible capacity for overwheliriing wrt^th, her degradations into
vanity, untruth, disloyalty, cov/ardess, end Oriental volupt ousness;
all these are fused by Shakespeare's genius so that they present a con-
vincing personality that we can accept as the authentic Cleopatra of
history.
-"-Chambers says of our heroine, "A marvelous psychology wrought
surely out of bitter experience, has gone to the making of this subtle
princess. She is half a courtesan, half a 'grande amoureuse'. Certainly
she has at her coir.mand all the resources of that most ancient art of
those v.'ho angle for the souls of men."
Certain quotations from "An Introduction to lAetaphysics" by
Henri Bergson help to explain how Shakespeare created Cleopatra. Ele
inserted himself into the state of mind that is Cleopatra by an effort
of imagination. He grasped her significance "from where it is, from
within, as it in itself".
A
Mr. Bergson writes: "the author m.ay multiply the traits of
his heroine's character, may make her speak and act as much as he pleases
but all this can never be equivalent to the simple and indivisible
feeling v;hich I should experience if I were able for en instant to
identify myself v/ith the person of the heroine herself. Out of that
indivisible feeling, as from a spring, all the words, gestures, and
actions of the person v/ould appear to me to flow naturally".
Shakespeare gives us Cleopatra all at once, in her entirety,
as though he perceived her very essence from, within.
The great dramatist presents Cleopatra through intuition
""Introduction to Metaphysics", Henri Bergson.

v;hich Bergson defines as "intellectusl sympathy by v/hich one places
oneself within an object in oraer to coincide v/ith what is unique
in it and consequently inexpressible".
Shakespeare, because of this wonderful inner view, has
achieved a "nioving, changing, colored, living unity" in Cleopatra.
Shakespeare proposes*^to get as near to the original itself
(Cleopatra) as possible, to search ceeply into her life, end so,
by a kind of intellectual anscultation, to feel the throbbings of
her soul".
B. CleopaTra's First Entrance
In the play there is abundant testimony to Cleopatra's
power to fascinate. Philo, in the first speech of the first scene,
in spite of his contempt for this "gipsy" who has rnaae Anton3r a vic-
tim of her "luf-t", recognizes her irresistible charm, her rower to
reduce the great Romrn to a "strumpet's fool". Thus Shakespeare
makes us immediately av.-are of Cleopatra's potency.
Her first entrance is effective. Const.^ntly in search of
foou for her vanity and proof of her complete conc-uest of -Anton}/, she
asks, "If it be love, indeed, tell me how much" and Shakespeare, with
his heroine's first line, has struck the key-note of her love-story.
How natural this speech is! The eternal, fem.inine query, "How
m.uch do you love mieV" Y/e can see her upturned, teasing, roguish
m
face. Af^elf we have read the whole play, we look back to this line
and find pathos here. This wayward little queen never was sure of
"her man of men" until she held him dying in her arms. The inse-
curity of Cleopatra's love-life always makes me think of a sentence
from Edna St, Vincent L'iillay " Com.e see my shining palace built up-
on the sand". Shining, Indeed, with hot, writhing colors, dazzling
the eyes, I never feel as though it is possible to look at Cleopatra
squarely because of that element of blinding color and violent mo-
tion in which she lives. Even in that last act, when the sands be-
neath her "shining palace" betray their treachery and strp&clouds
envelc^^e her in deep gloom, her presence inspires an awe that for-
bids close scrutiny. ^/Vho can look upon her ma.jesty in death and ask
such questions as these "''.'as she good or bad? Was slie to blame for
all this tragic ruin"? I do not propose to attempt the assortment
of good and bad, or the placing of blame. Just the accumulation of
evidence for a better understanding of Cleopatra is all I have ever
felt able to essay, and every repeated reading of this queen's
lines m.akes that ambition seem more presumptuous,
Cleopatra's fear of Home's demands upon Antony underlies
almost all of her speeches in the first scene. She does not -./ant her
lover to give audience to the messengers from Caesar, but she knows
Antony too well to show that fear. It is she that insists upon his
hearing them, but in such a v/ay as to give him a distaste for their
presence. She taunts Antony with the commands of the "scarce-bearded"
Caesar and the scolding of the "shrill-tongueil Pulvia". This hero
is, after all a man. He does not li'-:e chiding, he resents the ruf-
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fllng of his tranquility, the bradding of his conscience, "the mak-
ing of a scene" just as much as any other man; and Cleopatra knows
it. She proceeds to make Antony mortally uncomfortable. He longs for
the peaceful hours of love before the coming of the messengers. Of
course he refuses to see thera. Cleopatra knew he v;ould. She has him
worked up to a fury of eloquence that brings from him these famous
and often-quoted lines:
"Let ifome in Tiber m«|jt;, and the wide arch
Of the ranged empire fall] Here is my space.
Kingdoms are clay: our dungy earth alike
Feeds beast as man: the nobleness of life
Is to do thus; when such a mutual pair
(embracing)
And such a twain can do*t, in v/hich I bind.
On pain of punishment, the world to weet
\Ve stand up peerless."
-^^Chambers writes "She plays on Antony like an instrument."
One of Antony's most often cited estimates of Cleopatra's
charms of personality also is in this scene. One line is especially
illuminating, "Every passion fully strives to make itself in thee
fair and admir'd". Full comprehension of this explains Cleopatra's
compelling beauty.
C. Cleopatra »s changing moods.
In the second scene, Cleopatra is worried for a "Roman
thought hath struck" Antony, She sends Enobarbus to seek her lover;
but when ilntony appears, she turns her back upon him and goes quick-
ly out, commanding the attendance of her train. This quick change
•"-E, K, Chambers, "Shakespeare, a Survey", p,253
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of mood is characteristic of this woman v/hon .ir s . Jameson calls
"consistently inconsistent".-'^ At the beginning of the third scene
Cleonatra, still uneasy and curious, sends Alexas to find out where
her lover is and what he is doing. *ihen Antony appears, his opening
^speech "I'm sorry to give breathing to my purpose,--" is interrupted
by Cleopatra's, "^:elp me away, dear Charmian". The separation which
she is dreaming is now threatened, c^he is "sick and sullen". She
sharply anticipates Antony's news, takes the words ricrht out of his
mouth, tier speeches are a storm of reproaches which Antony can scarce-
ly interrupt. :3he has guessed the purport of the general news, all
but rulvla's death, vvhen Antony tells her of this, she is startled
Into a sudden thoughtful^ess , "Though age from folly could not give
me freedom, it does from childishness:- can Fulvia die^" The witch-
ery of this scene recalls the remark of wendell, "She is the supreme
type of all that in womanhood is fatal".*':-
Cleopatra quickly regains her qviar r e Isome mood, ler daring
and witty taunting of Antony fails to make him change his mind
about going. At the end of this scene, v/e get a glimpse of the
queen in a gentle, tender, generous mood, reconciled to a separation
for empire's sa^-e, "Upon your sword sit laurel victory'. And smoothe
success be strew'd before youjr feet". She sends her lover away to
his tasks with words that have brave smiles and good wishes in them,
D. Cleopatra languishing for Antony
The next time that v/e see Cleopatra she is alone with her
^1 waiting women, lonely, dreaming of Antony, but a messenger comes
from him bearing a message of love, promises of increase of her
kingdom, and a beautiful pesrl which he has kissed many times. She
•"'•Mrs. Jameson, "Characteristics of women", p305
Wendell, Barrett, "William ohakespeare"

aB happy n.s a child c.rid irum'es away to Drepe.re a message for her
"man of men". She aF5kp at the height of her enthusiasm, "Did I, Char
mian, ever love Caesar so?" Charmiar cannot resist the temptation
to tease her, "0 that "brave Caesar The valiant Caesar.'" Cleo-
patra's constitutional good-nature, her affectionate iniimpcy with
her waiting-women have made Gharmian bold, "but the cruelty in her
nature flares up in a sudden, warning anger, "By Isis, I will give
thee hlood;/ teeth if thou v/ith Caesar paragon again my man of men".
Charmian subsides instantly. Cleopatra refers to her ea.rlier love-
time as her "sallad days" v;hen she "was green in judgment : -cold in
blood".
Coleridge v/rites that the "sense of Criminality in Cleo-
patra's passion is lessened by our insight into its depth and energy
at the very moment that v/e cs-nnot but porceive that the passion
itself springs out of the habitual craving of a licentious nature,
and that it is supported and reinforced by voluntary stimulus and
sought-for associations, instead of blossoming out of spontaneous em
otions".
I am inclined to believe with those critics that urge
Cleopatra's sincerity in her love for Antony ,- Coleridge whom I
quoted in the preceding paragraph; Hudson* who writes that, although
Cleopatra is "an inexhaustible magazine of coquetry", he believes
"there mingles" with this "a true and strong attacliment " . Of course
it is impossible to distinguish clearly betv/een her poses and her
sincerities. However, there is enough evidence in the play to con-
* S. T. Coleridge, "Four Lectures on Shakespeare", "Antony and Cleo-
patra", p. 105-107
Hudson, Rev. H. N., "Shakespeare", Vol. 11 p. 407
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vince me thst Cleope-tra'p love for Antony wa-s the "grand rassicn"
of her life.
In the fifth scene of the second act, ctill laneuivShing
for ..ntony, she says, "Give me some mus i c , -mus i c
,
moody food, of
those that trade in love," "^he doe^ not linow what to do with her-
self. She suggests one kind of pastime after another, discards them
all, and muses upon happy dp.ys ¥/ith /-jntony, Cleopatra, in this scene
makes me think of a caged l)ut gorgeous leopard that I once saw with
bea,utiful, great eyes, savage ^nd discontented as she pa-dded grace-
fully and proudly "back and forth.
E. Cleopatra in '.nger
A messenger from Italy interrupts her musing?, and she sees
"bad new«^ in hi? face. Her frrntic efforts to ward zff c.tastrophe
"by offering pre'^ertp to the r.iessenger in payment for good tidings
always im.pressed me as pathetic. The nervous strain ox waiting for
th?t lover wh^ h'^d ^worn to rstiirn was hard to "bear, her speeches
show tension very plainly. The news of hi? marriage seems to sns^p
her self-control. Swinourne* calls her ang-uish here "heart-str i^cen
wrath", I have often woiiciered if she was e-ntji-ely sane in her fren.i;y.
i
Mrs. Jame^^ ascri'beB her treatment of the m.esaenger to innate cruel-
ty. It might he called the ijinmalicion? cruelty of ? high-tem.pered
,
undisciplined creatu.re in intolerable pain. The acute suffering of
Cleopatra diverts my attention from- the discomfort of the messenger,
I picture the I,amia of Eeats in her moment of agony, when her "elfin
hlocd in m.adness ran" and her eyes "flashed phosphor and sharp sparks,
•Swinburn, A. C, "Study of Shakespeare" p. 192
Jameson, Mrs., "Characteristics of ..omen", p. ?]9
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without one coolinpc tear". Can we gaze upon her without an awful
pity while she wreathes ahout, "convulsed, v/ith scarlet pain"? When
the storm of passion lias subsided and left her we^K:, ill, her help-
leso wail, "pit.v^me, Gharmian" touches our hearts,
Cleopatra's self-control {gradually returns. She rep;ret3 her
harsh treatment of tlie messenger and offers reparation in wealth
that tie slave must have considered ample, her curiosity about
Octavia ia now her strongest urge, however, she has destroyed the
possibility of an honest answer from t}ie wary slave who describes
the beautiful Octavia, not as she is but as Cleopatra would like to
have her, plain and uninteresting, Cleopatra's colossal vanity has
made her an easy dupe, otie seems to prefer being deceived to being
hurt; and she accepts tne friwtened messenger's lies without question.
She concludes that her rival is "iXill and dwarfish". Her hopes re-
vive. Her scheming brain is already planning a clever campaign. We
feel sure tiiat she will draw her lover back to her,
F, Cleopatra Victorious
Enobarbus has prophesied that Antony "will again to .'^is Egyp-
tian dish", he understands his Captain, and he feels certain that
Octavia, wijo is of "a holy, cold, and still conversation" can not
satiaiy tne voluptuous Antony,
Clarke* calls Cleopatra "a goi'geous personification of female
fascination,- of bewitching womanhood in regal magnificence", ive are
not surprised when we learn from the anrrry Octavius tnat Antony has
gone back to Cleopatra and has made his peace with he^by showering
Clarke, Charles C, "Shakespeare Characters", p. 217
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gifts of Kingdoms upon her a,nd her children ftnd by putting all of
his resourceG at her digposal, (Jleopatra's passion grows and lives
partly in the faith that Antony is the nan to uphold her state,
and 'piece j:er tiirone with opulent kingdoras ' .
*
The next time that Cleopatra comes upon the stage, she is
at the height of her power, "empress" now and determined to take an
active part in the war against Octavius. .^le even helps to plan the
campaign. She has an exaggerated idea of the strength of her navy.
In Sjjjite of the contrary advice of Antony's soldiers, that "dotard"
commander plans to fight by sea to please his queen. At the height
of the battle of Actium, C0MB.rd.ttC gets the better of Cleopatra and
she oraers retreat. Antony, entirely forgetful of his honor, "like
a doting mallard, flies after her". Of course, defeat for them is
inevitable
.
Gr. Cleopatra Humble
Antony, shamed and crushed to the very dust is sitting in
the palace of Alexandria disconsolate xrhen Cleopatra, humble and
scareiy daring to enter his presence, comes to beg pardon. Antony
greets her tenderly. Her trembling plea, "0 my lord, my lord, forgive
my fearful sails" wins his compassionate answer, "i'all not a tear,
I say: one of them rates all tliat is won :md lost: give me a kiss;
even this repays me." This is the first time we have- seen Cleo-
patra humble. She is gentle, remorseful, loving. Ti is mood, like
all her others is becoming. With ^int abject sweetness she becomes
the suppliant I Cowering fear is mixed v/ith her regret for the ruin
that she has caused, but even that doefj not deface }ter in Antony's
Hudson, H."N.
,
"Shakespeare", Vol 11 p. 411
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"blinded eyes.
Antony and Cleopatra sue for inercy from Caesar; tut he
will grant no clemency. Only the death of Antony will content him.
However, if Cleopatra will yield Antony nnd have him put to death
herself, he promises to leave her upon her throne unmolested. After
the messenger has delivered tlie unliappy message, Antony turns to
Cleopatra with, "To the "boy, Caesar send this gi'issled head and he
will fill thy wishes to tiie brim v;ith principalities." \ie can hear
the shocked wonder in her voice and see t}ie stunned horror in her
face as she exclaims, "That head, ray lordi" I can not entertain the
idea that she ever considered making such a ghastly compromise; but
some of the critics that I have read question the staunchness of
Cleopatra's loyalty to Antony. Mr, Ca-se*, in his introduction to
the Arden Mition of "Antony and Cleopatra", mentions Antony's
"frenzied doubts of a fidelity suspiciously unstable in our eyes
as well as in liis".
It is in Cleopatra's nature to trust her feminine charm
and heiKciever diplomacy for conquest. Siie is not a soldier, as her
fear in battle shows, but she is one of the most masterly diplomats
in history. We should not be surprised to see }ier receiving Caesar's
messenger with elaborite courtesy, sending him fla,ttering messages.
Furniss* writes, "'Ve should see clea,rly enough that at this loxvest
ebb of Antony's fortunes, tbis was the only course that she could
prudently take; to gain time for Antony, she must temporize with
Caesar".
Case, R.H., Introduction to Arden "Antony and Cleopatra" p. XVii
Furness, Variorum "Antony and Cleopatra," Int. p. XiV
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Antony is too frank and open, too blunt in his methods to
understand Cleopatra's policy. His vanity is wounded when he sees
Caesar's messenger kissing the Queen's hand. His jealousy flares and
he turns upon Cleopatra a torrent of abuse, recalling the many love-
affairs of her life, doubting her faithfulness, taunting her. His cruel
ty here can be excused only by remembering the ruined state of his
fortunes and the raw condition of nis temper, "'e can imagine her dis-
may, her mournful reproach. She does not try to stem the torrent of
his anger, sadly inserts but a word or two while his spleen vents
itself. Finally, after tbe messenger has been rashly whipped by
Antony's servants and sent back to his master, Antony turns regret-
fully to Cleopatra, suing for pardon and begging for an assurance
of her love, "Cold-hearted toward me?"
The Queen's answer is so characteristic of her impetuous nature, shows
her passionate temperament so well that it is worth while to quote
it here:
"Ah, dear, if I be so.
From my cold heart let heaven engender hail.
And poison it in the source; and the first stone
Drop in my neck: as it determines, so
Dissolve my lifel The next Caesarion smitel
Till, by degrees, the mernory of my v/omb.
Together with my brave Egyptians all.
By the discandying of this pelleted storm.
Lie graveless,- till the flies and gnats of Nile
Have buried tnera for pray."
"'fho can doubt the depth of Cleopatra's passion for Antony
after reading these awe-fenspiring lines which are quite evidently ^
spontaneous, straight from her imhappy heart.
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H. Cleopatra Gay, in the Pace of ruin
Reassured by Cleopatra's vows, Antony's spirits revive, his
good-nature returns, and he su^^^ests a banquet with al] the splendor
of their former nio;hts of pleasure. Cleopatra cornniends nis returning
courage, "That's my brave Lord I" "It is my blrtnday,
I had thought to have held it poor; but since my lord is Antony
again, I wil3 be Cleopatra." Festivity is rer true element. She
is unsurrassed in carousal, "'e recall her former boast to Charmian;
"That time,- times I
-
J laug'oed him out of patience; and that night
I laughed him into patience: and next morn,
Ere the ninth hour, I drunk him to bed;
Then put my tires and mantles on him, whilst
I wore his sword Philippan,"
This is, indeed, "unholy splendor"-"-Cleopatra in her "fro--?:-
licsome and fugitive" moods is irresistible. It is through Antony's
mutual love of pleasure that Cleopatra has never failed to appeal.
Now she finds her lover's doleful address to his friends
at the banquet puzzling, "".Tiat does he mean?" she asks of Snobarbus,
Antony's vanity and self-pity demand a show of tears from his "brave
captains", Cleopatra wants to be gay, and she has that faculty for
gayety even v/ith ruin staring them in the face, x4er unquenchable
spirits infect her lover and the old, reckless mirth of other feasts
prevails at this last fling in the face of fortune.
•5t-Hudson, H,N., Shakespeare", Vol. 11, p. 406
" " " " P,407
1
I, Cleopatra, In Tenderness
After a nignt of dissipation, Antony asks for his armor.
Cleopatra Imows how tired he must be and remonstrates, "Sleep a little".
But v;nen her lover snov/s that he can not tolerate anything but action,
she tries to help with his armor, Antony is pleased and a little
amused, even in his worried and nerve-racked state. This little Queen
can hearten him for a manly battle. She wants his praise, "is not this
buckled well*?" is her query; and Antonyms ardent answer, "rarely,
rarely— --" is a satisfactory one.
Hope rises in Cleopatra's breast. She is armorinor her "man
of men" for battle against odds but she is ever one to catch at hope
'vith confidence when we would scarcely be ab]-^ to see a chance for
hoping. This little scene between the lovers, I consider one of the
most beautiful in the play. It is free from bitterness, distrust,
and voluptuous passion, full of tenderness and mutual, ujnrelfisn
understand ing,
Antony's home-coming to Cleopatra after his last earthly
tastf^-of victory has sweetness in it too, Cleopatra's rpsrkling
happiness is expressed in these loving lines: "Lord of lords 1
infinite virtue, com'st thou smiling from the world's great snare
uncEUght?" Antony's glee at his victory and nis love for Cleopatra
are both so vital that they show him to be qiiite the Antony of old.
Cleopatra's tender, protective, almost motherly love for Antony as
snown here is completely purg-^^d of sin, xiow can a critic write such
utter profanity as this: "Her passions are those of a mere ordinary
woman who has no respect for herself"
-:5-Bathurst, Charles, Variorum appendix
1f
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J. Cleopatra in Grief
On the following da}^, our hero suffers irreparalDle defeat
at sea.. The Egyptian ships desert his cause and surrender to Caesar,
He falsely concludes that Cleopatra has betrayed him, calls her "foul
Egyptian", lays upon her all the blame of his ruin. Eis is not a
love that can bear adversity. Ill fortune and cause for suspicion
turn it to hate and evoke abusive language. He curses th&.t "grave
u
charm" that has "beguiled him to the very heart of loss; and when
Cleopatrs comes in, perhaps to comfort him and to find comfort for
herself, he cries out in ra£'e
,
"Ah, thou spell! Avaunt I
"
Her hurt and frightened question, "\Vhy is my lord enraged
against his love?" receives the murderous answer, "Vanish; or I shall
give thee thy deserving."
We find it difficult to forgive Antony for his cruelty, here.
To be sure, the future looks black for him; and jealous suspicion
is torturing his mind; but Cleopatra, too, is threatened V7ith ruin,
and she never turns against Antony, She has found him guilty of un-
faithfulness in the past, but she has been faithful in her love for
him. Hudson * explains, "The strong element of policy (in Cleopatra's
love for Antony) is the reason why Antony so often mistrusts her".
Cleopatra stays for only a part of his abuse. She fears thtt
he has gone insane, and she flees to her monumental tomb and locks
herself away from his v/rath. Charmian suggests that she call upon his
pity by having herself reported dead. This she does but immediately
afterwards fears the consequences of her ruse. She sends Diomedes
Hudson, H. N., "Shakespeare", p. 411
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to him with the truth; "but too li^te , He is dying from a self-inflicted
wound. Kie anger all gone, his only concerns are now his love for
Cleopatra and his desire to get to her "before he dies,
Antonj'-'s servants hear him to the tomb; and Cleopatra's
heart-hr oken cry, "0 rvntony, Antony, Antonyl" greets him.
With him in her arms dying, her words are pathetic in their
desolat ion:
"Noblest of men, woo't die?
Hast thou no care for me? Shall I abide
In this dull world, which in thy absence is
Mo better than a sty?"
When Antony dies, Cleopatra faints and is recalled to con-
sciousness by the cries of her 7/omen. Ker thoughts are now of ways
to be rid of her own life which has become hateful to her:
"We'll bury him; and then, what's brave, what's noble,
Let's do it after the high Roman fashion,
And make death proud to take us."
Hudson* writes of Cleopatra's "royal determination to endure
no bonds nor ignominy". It is quite evident that Cleopatra fully in-
tends to take her own life, and her determination does not waver; but
she is taken prisoner by Caesar's guard before she can put her plans
into execution; and all of her moves toward her purpose, from that
time on, are made in the greatest caution and secrecy.
V/hen Caesar hears of Antony's death, he fears thi.t Cleopatra
may take her own life, thus destroying his chance of displaying her
Hudson, H. N., "Shakespeare", p. xviii
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in his triumphal march in Home, He sends messengers to assure her
of his good -will; "but Cleopatra is suspicious of them. 'While there
is hope of winning the favor of Caesar, she tries to make the .best
terms for her children. Antony has advised her to trust Proculeus;
so she converses with him; "but he deceives her, unarms her, and
guards her. With haughty despair she cries out:
"Where art thou, death?
Come hither, cornel come, come, and take a queen
Worth many habes and "beggars I"
The scene between Caesar and Cleopatra has evoked a great
deal of discussion among critics. *Furness deplores it. He thinks
that it is very difficult to picture Cleopatra, regal as she has
everyv/here else appeared, condescending to quarrel v/ith her treasurer
after she has falsified her account to Caesar, scratching his face,
and calling him names. Furness o.oes offer an explanation, though
which is a compliment to the Q^ueen. He suggests that this whole
display of hidden wealth, wrath, and talk about presents for U'fT"V Ik
in Rome was planned beforehand for the purpose of deceiving Caesar,
making him think that she intends to live; so that he will slacken
his viligance over her and make it possible for the countryman to
bring her the asp. She is successful in her ruse, able to make Caesar
out acvi "ass unpolicied".
Furness* calls the "whole fifth act a vindication of Cleo-
patra" and quotes her own words "My desolation does begin to make a
•Furness, "V"ariorum "Antony and Cleopatra", Introduction
* " " " " " p. XV
i
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better life". The passionate love of Antony for Cleopatra v^as re-
peatedly shown by Antony' g frequent eloquent declarations; but it is
not until this last act in Cleopatra's speech to "Oolabella;
"l dreamed there was an emperor, Antony:
-
such another sle^, that I might see
But such another manl"
"His face was as the heavens"
"His legs bestrid the ocean; his rear'd arm
Crested the world"
that She expresses the fullness of her worship. Purness-J:- says of these
lines: "i^very word springs to her lips, hot from the heart, "^e see
her rapt, upturned gaze, and mark the sensitive, quivering mouth as
she describes the man- she adored,"
The majesty of CletJpatra's death inspires awe, ^"e knov/ that
she is horribly afraid, that she is working herself up to a nervous
climax beyond thought, beyond sanity. It is a false courage that final
ly makes the taking of her ov/n ]ife possible.
Beauty and grace have always oeen a vital part of her life.
They comfort her now in death. Her thoughts turn away from the horroif^
of the moment to the glories of her colorful life. She is being ar-
rayed in -splendor as if"again for Cydnus, to meet Mark Antony",
This frail, timid, weak creature is beyond fear, living in a little
world of her own making, shutting out the hideous present.
There is sublimity in her dying speeches: "I have immortal
longings in me", "Me thinks T hear Antony call, I see him rouse '
"-Furness, Variorum "Antony and Cleopatra", Introduction, P,XV
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hlmself to pralce my noble act,"-- —'76 hear the wailing of her
^vomen, and then her gentle, dreamy words of comfort, "Peace, peace I
Dost thou not see my baby at my breast that sucks th^t nurse to sleep?
"ITio but Cleopatra could place a deadly -^sp to her bosom and say that?
She is cinkinf^ into drowsiness, her last sleep, "As sweet as balm,
as soft as air, as gentle:- Antony I
"
Is this gentle passing in beauty and peace a tragic thing?
She goes in all her splendor to meet her lover and his kiss which is
her "heaven to have".
Barret ^'^endell-"-, in his comment upon this death scene v/rites
"Shakespeare not only creates a miraculously human woman but actually
revives the death-throes of the ancient world"
Charmian speaks worsnipping words as she closes the eyes of
her queen. She too is dying, \msteady, giving her last strength to
the tending of the beauty that she loves, "Fare thee well,- Now
boast thee, death, in thy possession lies a lass unparallel »d,-
Downy windows, close; and golden Phoebus never be beheld of eyes again
so royal".
Furness-::- writes, "It is necessary that v/e accept Cleopatra
at Shakespeare's hancis, with minds imbiased by history". The know-
ledge of her history, I believe, is necessary for the full understand-
ing of Shakespeare's Cleopatra, "'e can and must have it without the
bias, "fe can know of Cleopatra's past life and still believe that
4t-"the first words that sne and her lover utter in this play tell of
boundless, illimitable love, and that this love is m.aintained to the
-;c-"/endell, Barrett, ""^illiam Shakespeare" p,p, 313-326
v-Furness, Variorum "Antony and Cleopatra", Introduction, p.Xi
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last throb of life in each of them,"
Caes?^r comes just too late to prevent the catastrophe which
he has feared, and hi«5 words give it*' a beautifiil picture of Cleopatra
»
peaceful beauty in depth: "Sne looks like sleep, -as she would catch
another Antony in her strong toil of grace",
L. The Ethical Question
The ethical question arises, is it permissible that v/e
see Cleopatra, this victim of sexual infatuation, in such a glori-
fying glamour as Shakespeare casts about her? Mr, Bernard Shaw, in
his preface to "Caesar and Cleopatra" expresses the opinion that we
"should not subject our souls to the ruinous glamour of such folly,
to worship it, to defy it, and to imply that it alone makes out
life "/orth living, is nothing but folly gone mad erotically"
•?:-Mr, Millebrand, in his introduction to the Arden "Antony
and Cleopatra", defends Shakespeare from this accusation. He asks
the question, "Does not every one in the play, save for the lovers
themselves and the servile Egyptians, express a condemnation run-
ning from scorn to abhorrence?" and the question, "Does not Snake-
speare emphasize in almost every scene the contrast between wnat
the lovers think of themselves and v/hat the world thinks of them?"
Shakespeare does not praise these lovers. The fact that neither of
them is morally good does not prevent their tragic love-story from
being of romantic interest and of moral worth. The great Goethe writes
"In 'Antony and Cleopatra', it is proclaimed with a thousand tongues
that self-indulgence and achievement are incompatible" , -5:-
•Ji-Arden "Antony and Cleopatra", Introduction, p.XiX
Goethe, "Shakespeare und kein Ende"
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4:-To Mr. Shaw, Antony and Cleopatra are but "vulgar paramours"
and their marvelous speeches are but "rhetoric" and "^tage-pa thos
"
but admirers of beauty and tragic love v;ill continue to find excellence
in Snakespeare » s "Antony and Cleopatra"
*Mr. Hillebrand»s opinion of Cleopatra is interesting.
He calls her a "high priestess of sexual witchery", and "a lovely,
poisonous flower, to breathe wnich means ecstacy and deatn", but
the "victim of single-hearted devotion". As the heroic compass of
her love is emphasized, her frailties dlmlnisn. She is vain, occa-
sionally perverse, stormy sometimes, always thoughtless, but never
deceitful toward Antony, her greatest sin against him is her de-
mand of his thoughts away from affairs of state. The under-current
of her love for Antony remains strong and true. The love of Iras
and Charmian ennobles Cleopatra, They love her for her kindness to
them and for her gentle womanliness. They see in her much to ad-
mire to the point of worsnip, physical and mental beauty.
-"-Mr, '"Inches ter testifies to the moral worth of the play
thus: "I think that Shakespeare » s moral steadiness is nov/nere
better snown than by the way in wnich, througn this drama, he de-
picts with even-handed justice at once the charms and tne results
of sin".
In discussing the love of Antony and Cleopatra, he seems
to take a middle course between Shaw who finds no elements of no-
bility in it and Clarke v/ho makes of it a regal thing. He writes:
•5i-"lt lsn»t for a moment to be supposed that the attachment between
-"-Arden "Antony and Cleopatra", Introdiiction
tl n n n
•5;-'"inchester, C.T., "An Old Castle and Other Essays", p. 68
•
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them is one of mere animal passion. In the Queen are met all the
cnarms that can delight the rich and sensuous imagination of Antony,"
Mr, "Winchester judges the Queen as worthy of our admiration but not
of our respect, harmless to our sense of right and v/rong.
He sugges^ti that Cleopatra may be identified Y^lth the "dark
Lady" of Shakespeare's later sonnets. The great dramatist has por-
trayed this intricate character with such warmth, originality, and
insight that other critics: 'Wendell, Chambers, and Furness have sug-
gested foimdation in stirring personal experience. It is certainly
true that "all the characters of the play pale beside the splendor
of the great Queen" -x-
I feel now as if I had crept into Cleopatra's palace
from every open door-way, peeked at her windov/s, and whispered with
her servants. It is astonisning that Shakespeare could call a Queen
out of her Egyptian dust, and make her so embarrassingly real that
a critic feels like apologizing to her for offensive rudeness,
VII Cleopatra in Other Dramas
A, Popularity of the Theme in Drama
Cleopatra has been among the most popular of subjects for
modern drama, and some thirty plays are extant, in Latin, French,
Italian, and English dealing with her fascinating story.
If
B, Two Dramas before Shakespeare's "Antony and Cleopatra
Only two English plays earlier than that of Snekespeare ' s are
known to have been written on the subject of the love of Antony and
-"'Winchester, C.T., "An Old Castle and Other Essays", p,79
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Cleopatra: the "Cleopatra" of Samuel Daniel in 1594, and the "Antonie"
of his patroness, the Countess of Pembroke in 1595. Neither of these
plays are especially worthy of note because they are both inferior
drama and because they had no traceable influence upon Shakespeare's
"Antony and Cleopatra" or upon subsequent plays v/ith this subject.
C. John Dryden's "All for Love"
K-John Dryden's "All for Love v/hich was written in 1678
is worthy of some discussion here because it follows Shakespeare's
Antony and Cleopatra" quite closely and because it influenced the
interpretation of our heroine on the star|;e for many years,
Dryden's plays during the early period of his dramatic
career were of the"Herolc" variety; but the new taste which he de-
dlcedly adopted for "All for Love" was founded upon the style of
Shakespeare, of whose work he had long been a student and an ad-
mirer. "All for Love" is professedly written in imitation of "the
divine Shakespeare in his A.ntony and Cleopatra". In some respects
Dryden's version is more adaptable to the modern stage.
"Hiile Shakespeare spread his action over Italy, Greece,
and Egypt, Dryden laid every scene in Alexandria, Dryden's play has
a coherence, a imity, and a simplicity that Shakespeare's lacks,
"All for Love" is not as long as "Antony and Cleopatra", it leaves
out quantities of historic but undramatic action v/hich Shakespeare
seemed to feel in duty-bound to include.
"^e must grant that Dryden showed a superior address in hand-
ling the story; but Shakespeare's play, on the whole, is infinitely
-j;-I am especially indebted to the Introduction of "All for Love",
published by Constable, in Edinburgh in 1821, for the criticism, of
the play.
1
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superior. Some of the reasons why Shakespenre* s "Antony and Cleo-
patra" is still read with admiration, why revised versions of it
are still acted v/hile "All for Love" has simk into for^^^^etfulness
rest in characterization and some in general tempo, v-'Vendell finds
Shakespeare "more poetic and more plausible" than Dryden,
Dryden^s cnaracteriza tions have not the strength of Shake-
speare ' s, Antony, with Dryden has lost much of his grandeiir, much
of his majesty, much of his tragic force. The very cutting of dip-
lomatic and battle scenes dwarfs Antony's greatness, has e tendency
to take accoujit of only Cleopatra's lover, never the "Tripple Pillar
of the "'orld", Dryden' s Antony has more refinement than Shakespeare ' Sj
seems to be adapted to the age of almost affeminate polish to which
Dryden belonged, '7e might say that, while Dryden' s hero is a charac-
ter of a period, Shakespeare's is a universal, perennial person-
ality.
In Dryden' s representation of Cleopetra, there is greatly
less spirit than in Shakespeare's, less originality. Dryden, in his
process of refining her, has sapped her vitality, taken away much of
her georgeous coloring and her "infinite variety". Dryden 's Queen is
undoubtedly a victim of classicism. The study of the evolution of
popular characters through the literary periods is, in itself, an ex-
tremely interesting one,
-"c-Frofessor Schofield, who is teaching comparative literature
in Harvard University assures us that "the mediaeval Cleopatra is ro
more like Shakespeare's than Chaucer's virtuous Cressida is like Shake-
speare's wanton one, Chaucer emphasized the ruth of his woeful her-
•}:-"fendell, Barrett, "'^^illiam Shakespeare"
-x-Schofield, '7. H. , "Chivalry in i^-^rglish Literature", p. 253
•
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oine v/hen her knight was slain. She had sworn to "be all freely his,
and made a covenant vi/ith herself, so far as it v/as 'unreprovalDle '
with her womanhood, to feel as she felt, come life or death. She sought
her ov/n end 'v»ith good cheer'— 'was never unto her love a truer queen'.
Here is nothing of Shakespeare's 'nmorous surfeiter,' - 'the serpent
of old Nile', who compassed the shame of />ntony."
There is so much of "beauty and lofty idealism in the work
of Shakespeare that we sometimes forget that the age ^6 v/hich he
"belonged produced a great deal of gross literature. To iDe sure, there
is a coarse vein in Shakespeare's poetry; iDut a little reading of
contemporary drama soon shows how really untainted "the divine Shake-
speare" Vtfas
.
The classicism of which Dryden is a great representative
was a reaction against grossness, an attempt to polish and refine
literature which really tended to weaken it. In "All for Love" the
minor characters have not the virility of those of Shakespeare 's
"Antony and Cleopatra". Shakespeare's Enor^arhus
,
"the famili?"-r of
the great figures, a keen-sighted, mocking observer" who seened to
understand everybody but himself and the depth of his love for An-
tony, with his prosaic common-sense and his sudden, astonishing
"exaltations into fine poetry".' He necomes a near-nonentity in ";0.1
for Love" The Scenes of the play, in general lack the vigor of
Shakespeare
.
The dramatic poetry of ths two authors leavas less chance
for preference. The lines of both are beautiful, Dryden 's, in many
*Gase, R. H.
,
Arden "Antony and Cleopatra", Introduction, p. AXII
-I
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places , have a polish and a smootheness superior to th t oi Shake-
speare. Choice mp.y "be said to "be a matter ci taste, I Drefsr the
"blank verse of Shakespeare to that of Dryden , in spite of its occasional
crudities, "because I never detect in it the insipidity that Dryden
sometimes i-lves v;a,y to,
"All for Love" is the only play v.rith this subject that
can he said to rival "Antony i nd Cleopatra". There are many versions
of each and comhinat ions oi "both, chiefly prep- red "by actors and stage-
managers, v.e wi] I have occasion to mention some of thee-e in connection
vi^ith our discussion of the interpretation of Cleoprtra "by various
actresses
,
"VIII Cleopatra and the Interpretati oxis of Actresses,
A. Early Productions
Little is known of the early pr-oductions of Shakespeare's
"Antony pnd Cleopatra". .Ve suppose thr-rt it vuas acted first at the
Gflo"hie Theatre and that Richard Burhage played the part of Antony,
The great dramatist must have ^een foreseen the in^lorius fate of his
Cleopatra v;hen he he.d her enwierate smonti the shames thr.t Caesar ''=5
conquest held for her: "I shall se3 some sqeaking Cleopatra "boy m.v
greatness". It is painful to imagine a "boy in the part of the dainty,
fragile "ueen of whom Henry Giles writes: "Pull of sou^., full of
po^ver, and full of poetry, she is the very majesty of voluptuous-
ness".* There is no record of that ""boying"; "but it seems as though
it must h'lve "been d-3plora"ble ; for Cleopatra's charm is such a suhtle
*G-iles
,
Henry, Appendix One of the Varior^Jim "Antony p.nd Cleopatra"
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"b lending of feminine "beauty and passion that lovely and talented
actresses have often failed to portray her "infinite variety".
Shakespeare's play presented grave prohlems of production
hecause of its many changes of scene and its huge cast of characters.
Lesser authors attempted stage-worthy plays on the suhject. between
1608 and 1788 three were v^ritten and acted: Sedley's "/jitony and Cleo-
patra", Brooke's "Antony and Cleopatra", and Dryden's "All for Love".
Only the last of these won much puhlic favor, and that was very pop-
ular, acted about ten times as often as Shakespeare's,
B, Garrick's i^roduction (Mrs. Yates as Cleopatra;
«
In 1759, -ohs great ?;.ctor, Garrijtck, with the cooperation of
Edv/ard uapell revised Shakespeare's "A.ntony and Cleopatra" and pre-
sented it .at Drury L>:ne Theatre, he himself taking the part of
Antony and Mrs. Yates that of Cleopatra, There were rich, scenic
emhellishments and a historical correctness of costuming; hut neither
Garrtak nor Mrs. Yates v/as suited physically or temperamentally for the
parts they played.
Mrs. Yates, was, at the time, twenty-eight years old, "beautiful,
impressive, with hai^ty features and a powerful voice, .^e can imagine
that her interpretation of Cleopatra might have heen a^ueenly and
spirited. The play was acted six times, received considerable ap-
plause; "but V/illiam Winter rells us that Cleopatra, at the hands of
Mrs. Yates, lost all of her "daintiness, seductiveness, and Oriental
pass ion " •
C, John Philip Kem'ble's Production (Mrs. Paucit as Cleopatra)
For another half-century "Antony and Cleopatra" was not
•For my account of the history of Cleopatra on the stage, I am es-
pecially inde"bted to Willia,m Viinter's "Shakespeare on the Stage"
I»
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acted. In 1813, John Philip Kemhlo presented at Covent Garden a poor
mixture of Shakespeare's play and that of Dryden. This "blending v/as
particularly unfortuntite for our heroine for Dryden 's Cleopatra of
*whom iiirs , Jameson writes: "She is like (r'ido's dying Cleopatra in the
Pitti Palace, tenderly "beautiful" and CShakespeare 's ^ueen whom she
likens to "a graceful and fantastic antique Arabesque" would scarce-
ly "be expected to thrive together. Mrs. Harriet Faucio played the
difficult part rather more in the style of Dryden v\fithout the Oriental
coloring and the gaudy spirit of Shakespeare's Oueen.
D. Mrs . Siddons as Cleopatra
In 1788, Mrs, Siddons played Cleopatra; tut sue accepted
the pai-t without enthusiasm and never established it among her
popular ones. The serpant of old Nile did not suit her pov/ers , Her
conception of the Sg:vptian ^ueen, like the prevalent one of her time,
seems to have "been a monstrosity, "both wanton and termagant without
softening graces. Shakespeare's Cleopatra is a creature of sur-
passing loveliness and prodigious pov/er , a.n ideal charmer, with an
excess of fascinating attributes, i^^rs . Siddons failed to see this,
S. I.ouise Ann Phillips as Cleopatra
In 1833, Alfred Bunn produced the play at Covent Garden, with
Louisa Ann Phillips as Cleopatra, The production w s hastily planned
and poorly executed. As for the Cleopcitra, Miss Phillips was not
mature enough for the intricate part,
F. Isabella Qlyn as Cleoputra
In 1849, Phelps played Antony and Isabella Gijm Cleopatra in
Jameson, Mrs., "Characteristics of .vomen", p. 341
1f
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in Shakespeare's play at Saddler's .veils. The original text was
used and scrupulus attention was given to the scenery and costumes.
Contemporary critics proised the production highly.
MT, 'Vinter writes that the performance of Miss Grlyn "vms
powerful and affecting". The variety, caprice, grace, dignity, and
fascination of the "ueen were interpreted excellently. She shov/ed
the development of Cleopatra's character I'romthe days of gay-hearted
hero-conquering to the tragic pathos of the final scene. Miss Glyn's
dark, rich "beauty was well suited to the part, also. lAr . winter pro-
nounces her the "best Cleopatra in his long stage experience,
G-, Two Utter i-'ailure^
Andrew Halliday's version of Shakespeare's "Antony and Cleo-
patra" was produced at Drury Lane in 1873 with Ellen ..allis as Cleo-
patra; "but the production is not especially worthy ol' comment from
any point of view except th-vt of stage-history. In 1874, another re-
vival was staged "by Chatterton "but it, too, failed. The mention of
these futile attempts to popularize "Antony and Cleopatra" is meant
to show why this play has "oeen shunned by producers,
H. Ivirs . Le.ngtry as Cleopatra
In 1890, Mrs. -^^angtry played Cleopatra. Mr. ..inter Gug jests
that * she" m^'st have "been 8. vision of incongruous heauty as the royal
Egyptian, hut no more like the character than an icycle is like a sky
rocket "
,
I. Spectacle in the Play
The play, "Antony rmd Cleopatra" ofiers such possibilities
*'..inter, V/illiai, "-:hake9p3are on the Stage"
&
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for goegeoup tp.ge-effacts thPct sT)ectacle ha.s oPten "heen emnhas izsd
to the detriment of the actixig. Miss Collier und F?.rriett BlP.nd tool;
the ;n'...rt of (Jleopatra in tv,^o such productions,
J. Mme . Ponisi Cleop^.tra
Mme Ponisi v/cs a handsome hrunette and she m^^de the fe.ir
Egyptian "uoen an p.] luring woman, hut ¥\r» V/inter thought thrt she
lacked the power and chprm of an imposing personality.
K. Pose Eytinge i;.s Cleopatra
In 1877, Rose Eytinge, played Cleopatra at the Broadway
in Hev/ York. Ghe was exceptionally well su.ited to the part in ap-
pearance and in temperament, a handsome "brunette with a melodious
voice, "brilliant, dark eyes and pmple figiAre. Her temperament v/as
ardent and passionate, her character formidable, her knowledge
of all the arts of feminine coquetry complete. Iler comprehension of
Cleopatra's waywardness, caprice, and fiery temper ws.s thorough and
exact. Mr. Winter writes that she played the part "with compelling
energy and beguiling grace"*, although she is to be considered one
of our best Cleopatras
,
tJiere is one side of the great -ueen that she
did not show, that phase of her which is yielding tenderness and
sympathy.
L. Julia Marlovve as Cleopatra
In 1908, Julia M rlovfe played Cleopatra. Mr. Vvinter ca.lls
her "fair to see and delightful to hear". She had beauty, charm a
sympathetic temperament, a.nd a melodious voice; but "there was not
much of peotry and no royalty in the assumption". In trying to make
Cleopatra seem real, Miss karlowe underdid the part, made the great
winter, V.'illia.m, "Shakespeare on the Stc;.ge"
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Jueen seem like a vmywara girl merely fractious. Shakespeare's "girsy"
is clso a ''"ueen ar^d UDi ue.
M. JcDe Co'.'l as Cleopatra
In 19?4, Jaiie '^owl playea Cleopt tra in a njodif icL tion of
Shakespeare's ''Antony and Cleoratra". Conten;ror.^ critics ao not
praise the proauction. "^joi^.e of the faults were ti.os of setting and
general planning; but those are not of especial interest to us. ^^eore.e
Jean I'lath; n-"*- writes of i.dss ^ov/l's interpretation: "Its obvious,
carefully li.oaulatea, and p; instaking raticnalit;' takes the ess-^ntial
7fari:':th out of its theatrical effectiveness. i,.iss Co?/l ' s Cleo^^^tra is
over le?:=^ the ser ognt of the rJile than n inteli igent ectres - play-
ing the roie ol a snake-chr- rirer " .
Mr. Ncthan's criticisLa, I think, is unnecessarily acid. I
have talkea with several intelligent persons of gooo taste vho s'
J.^ ne Co'. l c.s Cleor c-.tra and did not finu her at all like a snake-
charmer.
A study of actres es' interpretc. tions of Clec- tra revetls
the fact" that the role is, un^-uestionably , a difficult one. Cleo'oatrc is
such a fair.ous "ueen that aln.ost every meiiber of cn auc fence has c
inore-o r-Iess defir:ite conception in r:;ind; and professional critics
deijiaiid superexcellence in the part; ;;ut, more than this, Shakes-
peare's Cleo"nc trr h^ s m/ithin her ch. racter so i-;any variations of every
gauay color, shifting End glancing, seetimes garish, sometin:es har-
iiionious, that fev/ if any actresses h- ve done her justice.
-^"l^'athan, George Je n, "Revie of Jane Ce-.vl's Production", Air.erican
i:ercurj , J. n. ro24.
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IX Summary
This thesis treats of the chief historica]. conceptions of
the character and the life story of Cleopatra, giving particular
attention to the "Life of iUarcus Antonius" by Plutarch because that
is a particularly well written history and because Shakespeare
followea it closely in his "Antony and Cleopatra".
It treats of the play "Antonj'" and Cleopatra" as a whole
and also singles out characters for discussion in connection with
Cleopatra.
The major part of the thesis is devoted to a detailed
analysis of Cleopatra through the play, "Antony and Cleopatra" for
the purpose of presenting the great Queen and the chief criticisms
that have been ivritten of her.
It treats of other dramas written about this great love-
story.
It treats of the actresses' interuretations of Cleoriatra
down throui^h the ages.
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